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Why EnergyBus?
EnergyBus is a new standard to improve compatibility
of electric components in Light Electric Vehicles (LEV).
It consists of a standardized set of plugs and a
communication (bus) protocol. This protocol is based
on CAN bus and further specializes to meet the
specific needs of the LEV industry.
EnergyBus is currently under development. The first
goal is to connect batteries and chargers and later on
extended the standard to other components such as
motors, controllers, user interface etc.

EnergyBus Foundation
 The EnergyBus e.V. association was founded on 19th
March 2007 as a non-profit organization.
 Its principal office is located in Tanna, Germany.
 The founders, ExtraEnergy and ITRI, are competent and
internationally recognized in the domains of LEV and
R&D.

EnergyBus Members

Goal of EnergyBus e.V.
 The EnergyBus e.V. promotes the benefits of the
EnergyBus and its international market and consumer
adoption for networking LEV-components.
 The association facilitates the development of highquality compatible EnergyBus devices and assures the
quality of products that have passed compliance
testing.
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Existing Applications

Standardization Roadmap
2013
WD 61851: Part 3-1 General Requirements

for Light Electric Vehicles (LEV) AC and
DC conductive power supply
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Reasons for the report:
This report should help the members of the IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851-3 1st Meeting to be held Tuesday 7th of May until Friday 10th of May 2013 to get a
orientation about the history, the state of the art as well on currently running
futuristic projects in the field of swappable battery systems maybe relevant
for the LEV application.
This report should help to build up a base for deciding on how to continue
with part 3-3 of IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851 describing the requirements for LEV
battery swap systems.
But this document is just a starting point which should help to create a
common understanding - a harmonized standard for battery swapping for
LEVs is a much more complex topic as usually anticipated when approached
the fist time.
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LEV battery swapping solutions examples
-

Page 5: 1996 Honda battery swapping for pedelecs
Page 6: 2003 Deutsche Post DHL Battery swapping approach for cargo pedelecs
Page 7: 2005 Movelo manual pedelec battery swapping system for tourists
Page 8: 2007 Proposal for universal pedelec battery and swapping machine
Page 12: 2008 FTS / PCT Pedelec swapping system for apartment buildings
Page 13: 2008 Taiwanese government policy changed in favor of removable batteries for
electric scooters
Page 14: 2009 +Juice proposal for a Taiwan scooter swappable battery
Page 15: 2010 proposal of e-bike mobility for a battery swapping machine
Page 16: 2010 XOR french electric scooter with a battery that easily swaps
Page 17: 2011 de-facto standard of LEV batteries in China and its results
Page 18: 2011 City-power Taiwan standard battery approach for scooters
Page 19: 2012 ITRI internal fleet battery swapping machine
Page 20: 2012 Matra BATLIB swapping & charing rack for scooter batteries
Page 21: 2013 Penghu Island Scooter battery swapping
Page 26: 2013 City-power Taiwan further developed version as of 2011
Page 30: 2013 Ropa universal stackable energy tube approach

Failed due to propietary battery type which was discontinued never19
reached a critical mass to be widely spread.

Honda Pedelec battery swapping machine (approximately 1996). Actually out
of date quickly due to change of the pedelec battery shape by Honda soon
after this presentation.
No further information online available. Picture was taken from a magazine.

Failed, since the the Idea was probably to early and suppliers have
20
not been able to deliver such products jet at that time.

2003-7 planned and developed in experimental scale, but never realized
battery swapping of Deutsche Post/DHL for cargo bike batteries.

Success on customer satisfaction level due to closed user group.21
Upgradable to new charging-, battery-technology and new battery
shapes since all components belong to one system operator.

Since 2005 operates Movelo a large Pedelec fleet for tourism use.
Mainly in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Belgium about 5000 Pedelecs and
much more spare batteries are rented to tourists. They can swap batteries at
participating restaurants and touristic hotspots.
More information available at: www.movelo.com

Co-developed by Gepida/Hungary and HTE/Taiwan the battery
swapping system for pedelecs was foreseen to be installed
near every bus and train station in the greater area of Stuttgart
to make range considerations go away.
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Pedelec battery swapping machine presented by the major of Stuttgart; Wolfgang
Schuster in 2007. The machine was capable to release a fully charged battery every
2 Minutes 24/7
More information available at: http://www.levconference.org/Proceedings/Proceedings-2008

There was a slight chance for a success of the system. But
finally the city council of Stuttgart did not make it happen.
Standards can probably only introduced on a governmental
level forcing the industry to adopt it.

The Battery Standard Designed by Johanna Tiffe and proposed in Stuttgart
in 2007 was considered as a free standard every bike maker could adopt to
his pedelec.
But finally only Gepida brought it into production.
More information available at: http://www.levconference.org/Proceedings/Proceedings-2008
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A standard pedelec battery may become successful in
case it would become as small and invisible like this
battery hidden under the seat.

Pedelec standard batteries would only have a chance, in case the
batteries would be small and universally adoptable. Without
dominating the design of the pedelec, like shown by Yamaha with this
beautiful prototype.
Picture taken by Hannes Neupert at exhibition in Tokyo about 1996/1997
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Probably there are more than 6000 different Battery types for LEV‘s
currently in production. Getting more and more from day to day!

Todays pedelec battery specs and shapes are as diverse as it could be.
Currently the market is far away from any chance for standardization. Every
designer requests a specific battery!
Photo taken by Hannes Neupert 2012 showing some of the batteries of the ExtraEnergy.org collection.

Success on customer satisfaction level due to closed user
group. Upgradable to new charging-, battery-technology
and new battery shapes since all components belong to
one system operator.

Pedelec swapping at Tokyo/Yokohama apartment building by FTS (Full Time
Systems) and Panasonic Cycle Technology -Pictures 2008 (several of such
systems exist in Japan)
Hannes Neupert visited the pictured swapping station in Yokohama in 2008 pictures by FTS Japan
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The new approach to take the battery out of the scooter and
charge it at home with a external charger made electric
scooters possible - but still less convenient to operate as their
combustion engine counterparts.
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Electric scooter battery swapping System introduced by the Taiwan government
in 2008 as a general policy.
Since charging with a onboard charger proved to be not a practical solution for
most Taiwanese citizens.
More information available at: http://www.levconference.org/Proceedings/Proceedings-2008

Failed since Taiwan Scooter industry could not
agree upon a single battery specification.

The „+JUCE“ Proposal for a standard scooter battery for a Taiwanese battery
swapping standard. Proposed at the LEV Conference 2009 by Anke
Scheiblhuber of HTE Taiwan.
More information available at: http://www.levconference.org/Proceedings/Proceedings-2009
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The market has no common battery pack any more. Some Years
29
ago in Europe it was the Panasonic Battery pack of PCT. Nobody can
say what kind of batteries will be common in 2018! Investment into
proprietary Infrastructure is a gamble!

A Battery swapping station to be used with Panasonic Cycle Tech 26V Battery
packs. They will be out of production soon. Resulting in a mayor upgrade to
be done with the infrastructure.
Presented at Eurobike 2010 by ebike mobility.
More information available at: http://www.e-bike-mobility.com/

When tilting the scooter the whole bottom of the scooter is
converted into a suitcase with a onboard charger to be rolled to
the next socket outlet for charging.

2010 as shown at Intermot XOR, a french motor scooter company is
offering a foldable scooter which allows easy battery swapping.
More information available at: www.xor-motors.com
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In the Chinese electric scooter market there are
only a few battery shapes. Which has resulted in
illegal battery swapping (Customers just steal
batteries from other vehicles).

Many chinese Electric scooters have similar batteries, that is why securing
them with chains agains not authorized swapping has become common
practice in China (picture made in 2011).
Picture taken by Hannes Neupert at the streets of Shanghai in 2011
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Taiwan/Taipei based company City-Power has
introduced some years ago the first prototype of a
scooter battery swapping machine.
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Taipei 2011 - The Idea is a good one: One Battery for all kinds of electric scooter
types. But it is made to be only offered to be from one supplier. Not astonishing
that this idea is not very much appreciated by other battery suppliers.
Pictures taken 2011 by Johannes Brodführer of ExtraEnergy. Please see as well the further developed
versions of 2013

Only small scale experimental fleet operated
and tested with ITRI employees

Battery swapping on the campus of the Taiwan government research
institute (ITRI) at Hsinchu Taiwan (pictures 2012)
More information about ITRI available at: http://www.itri.org.tw
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For extended lifetime and a high safety
performance Matra is using the Allcell phase
change material in their battery packs.

2011 Batlib - The Battery swapping and charging station of Matra
designed for the battery modules used in their scooter range. In case
Matra would change their battery spec. All the infrastructure must be
changed as well.
More information available at: http://www.matra.com and www.allcelltech.com
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A huge scooter parking place at the main airport proves that the
35
scooter is one of the main mobility devices at the island. Actually
non of them was electrical - but the roof giving shade is consisting
out of a photovoltaic installation.

Taiwan has selected the Penghu island which is located between Taiwan
and mainland China for a large scale fleet test of electric scooters. In
combination with a dedicated battery swapping and battery charging
infrastructure mainly located at about 350 convenient stores across the
archipel.
Pictures taken by Hannes Neupert March 2013 at Penghi Island.

2) When unplugged the user needs to carry the
battery pack to the convenient store.
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1) The user needs to open the helmet/batterycompartment and unplug the Charging/Discharging
connector which is screwed to the battery
The batteries used in the large scale experiment are proprietary batteries of
GreenTrans a brand owned by CMC (China Motor Company - a Taiwanese
automotive company). The same company which is supplying the scooters and
the charging infrastructure.

The fresh charged batteries come with a
barcode label from the charging facility
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3)+4) Handing the empty battery to the shop
personnel and receiving a new one
The whole process of battery swapping is highly manual and works well due to
the fact, that the shop personnel is helping to do it right if necessary in every
step. So even tourists who have never done it before get a fresh battery for sure
without any problem.

The empty batteries are collected with trucks and moved to one
38
central location for charging. They are charged there with the original
consumer like charger and when full delivered back with a new
barcode label stating that they are fully charged

5) Payment for the battery swapping is 35 NT
which is equivalent to ?? Euro / ?? USD
The energy efficient electric mobility eco footprint is negatively influenced by
technically unnecessary collecting, centrally charging and redistributing the
battery packs. A charging rack like it is used by MATRA in Paris would offer a
easy solution to cut out this step.

Cable adapters used in the central charging location to
charge the older batteries with a different connector type
even with the newer chargers.
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Screw type connectors are hard to take of and may
not give a clear indication when probably
connected. Not properly connected plugs may cause
lifetime issues of the contact material
The connector has been changed already during the project from two pins to 5
pins. During the charging the SOH of the batteries is not communicated to the
charging device for central statistics. This will probably cause some difficulty
later down the road when several thousand batteries may be monitored and
decisions need to be taken which one should be exchanged first to new ones.

The machines read the ID tag of the user, provide a lot
40
of insight trough the big screen, accept payment
through the Taipei card system and print a recite. They
take the empty batteries and hand over the fully
charged batteries.

The 2013 version of the City Power battery swapping machine. The cost of one
machine are in the first production of 30 unist each 1,5 Million NT. To be installed
in Taipei area in 2013.
Pictures taken by Hannes Neupert March 2013 good additional information here:
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/biz/archives/2013/04/13/2003559478

City-power hast implemented their batteries as well into the
little buggy car which dan be seen in the background.
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Battery swapping takes a few minutes, especially when you change up to 6
batteries which would be used to power a maxi scooter type.

Here the retrofit solution in a maxi scooter allowing to place up
to 6 standard battery units at the same time!
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City-Power has implemented their technology in a wide range of electric
scooters. But so far scooter manufacturers are not rushing to participate in this
program.

The connector is using in the photographed version 11 pins and
is prepared to hold up to 20 contact pins.
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The connection between the standard battery pack and the charger as well as
with the vehicle is a propietary solutiuon by City Power Taiwan.

Different properties may be delivered in the same shape. Energy may be
even pumped into a car ore packed on pallets into a truck. 44

A very radical approach is just published 2013 by the german
engineering company ropa. They created a stackable energy storage
system which treats electric energy like a liquid to be sold in bottles called energy tube.
More information available at: www.ropa-engineering.com
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Todays Pedlec
Battery shapes
are very very
diverse and
far away from
any standard

The ropa energy
tube is a unique
approach which
could make it
possible to use the
same shape of
swappable battery
for a pedelec as well
for pallet trucks,
electric boats, tains,
airplanes, cars,
trucks, robots as
well as stationary
applications. In
stationary use older
energy tubes could
be used where the
energy/kg/volume
relationship may be
less critical as the
money/energy
relationship!
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Why did systems fail?
Main reason was that technical specifications have been used which do work
only for one specific vehicle well but not for other vehicles.
This resulted in the fact that even very nice early systems like the one of
Honda from 1996 failed due to innovation in vehicle dasign and technology.
Batteries have about ten time the energy density in just 15 years between
1998 and 2013. And the technology is not set to rest innovation in energy
storage is going on and on.
It is a bit like in data storage where 1 Gigabite was a incredible huge size of
memory in the 1980 and today it is a piece of cace which is easily stored in a
cell phone memory.
Things which need to be harmonized are:

- Physical dimensions of the battery pack (mechanical properties)
- Electrical connections for charge and discharge (mechanical)
- Electronic language and vocabulary for the communication between the battery and the
charger as well as the vehicle (electronic properties)
- A business model which makes it attractive to install such a system and keeps such a system
running (business environment)
- Electrical borderlines like min/max voltage min/max current, SOH and SOC definitions
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Why systems work well?
All systems which do work well are for a closed user group only, and all
equipment is owned by one operator. This includes: Vehicles, batteries, and
charging-equipment.
This allows the system operator to change everything for upgrading the
system to the latest standards when necessary to fulfill new customer
requirements and wishes. Ore in case the supplier changes his product
specification and discontinue the used type of battery, charger ore drive unit
the system will be able to continue.
Positive examples are:
- Movelo pedelec rental system for tourism usage. Movelo operates currently
about 6000 pedelecs plus spare batteries and chargers placed at the battery
swapping stations which are usually businesses of the tourism industry like
hotels, restaurants, museums, springs and tourism informations. The
battery swapping process is operated manually by staff of the
- Full Time Systems highly automated pedelec rental solution for medium and
large apartment buildings as mobility offer for the inhabitants. From time to
time the system could be updated.
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Ownership a key to swapping
All swapping approaches where batteries have been owned by different parties
did fail so far. Since the SOH (state of health) of a battery is a quite soft thing
and batteries are quite expensive consumers do not want to trade in their
„own“ battery into a battery swapping system. They consider that they know
their battery well and probably get a less valuable back. Maybe hybrid
solutions like the one of City Power Taiwan where people pay in to become a
member of the system may work? But this will be something to learn later
down the road.
But at least all well working systems do use batteries for swapping which are
owned by the system operator and the user is just paying a flat rate for using
the vehicle including the right to swap the batteries as he want to do it.
Personally I believe based on the observations how customers struggle with
the ownership of batteries - it is usually experienced as a kind of burden
since it is almost impossible for consumers to judge if a battery is good ore
not. And bad experience with expensive batteries which die early is poison to
the market development.
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Reference material page 26 of the GoPedelec.eu handbook:
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The full handbook financed by the EU Intelligent Energy Europe program is
available for free download at: www.GoPedelec.eu
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What need to be settled
IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851-3
Part 3-3
Part 3-4 Part 3-2

From >n< different connectors like common in
todays market:

To a harmonized single connector for charging
and discharging:

Proposal by EnergyBus e.V. Tanna/Germany

From >n< different communication protocols
and vocabulary:

To a harmonized single communication
language with precisely defined vocabulary:

Uart, CAN, Lin, RS485,...

Proposal CANopen 454
By CAN in Automation e.V.
Nürnberg/Germany

From >n< different battery shapes like common To a harmonized single shape! This is the most
difficult item maybe impossible! Many years will
in todays market:
be necessary to find a clear direction here! The ropa
engineering proposal is maybe the only existing candidate for a
solution?

The perfectShape?
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Recommended next steps
Watch the existing programs and let the topic become more mature.
It is still a early stage for a standard on swappable batteries. Even the world
would need it urgently. That is why the ISO/IEC working group may be a good
location to bring together the facts which are necessary to create it.
A) Observation of the market and the battery technology
B) Collection of reference data of existing approaches and creation of a
database with all the positive and negative leanings which can be taken out
of the existing solutions.
C) Contact to other applications of mobile energy storage devices and check if
this areas overlap enough.
D) When time is considered as matured start the standardization work.
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Items relevant which need to be observed:
A) Battery technology in terms of price per Wh, warrantied lifetime, energy
density, competitive situation in the market
B) Battery recycling schemes and their practice
C) Transport regulations (in case they get more tight this may become a driver
for battery swapping since vehicles shipped may be shipped without a
battery and be equipped at the destination with swappable batteries).
D) Need for public quick charging/swapping
E) Common business cases for battery ownership/pay by use options
F) Emerging battery chemistries which may become game changers ore other
energy storage technologies which might be relevant and practical for the
light electric vehicle application
G) Commonly used voltage range in the LEV application
H) Typical electrical current drawn in LEV applications
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Executive Summary:
All swapping schemes which are existing are not relevant when considering
something which would work for a wide application of LEV‘s and maybe
beyond.
Technology is still in a floating stage where freezing it would make it most
probably soon obsolete.
A standard battery needs first a standard connector and a standard protocol.
So the work of IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851-3 need to be first finished in part 2
and 4 until part 3 the swappable battery standard can be started seriously.
For the time being: Observation of the global developments in this area and
focus on the standardization of the connector and communication first. But a
universal swappable battery is something which will be important not only for
the further establishment of the LEV Industry.
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